
Cotuit Beach Info. All the beaches are off of main Street and all are an easy bike ride for adults and
children that are in appropriate physical condition. All VEHICLES require a “Beach Sticker” (included)

The tidal beach directly in front of our home is great for fishing, walking along the waters edge, collecting
crabs, building sand castles or launching the kayaks or Boston Whaler you just rented. This is a typical
Cape Cod-back bay tidal beach. It has nice flow in and out of Popponesset Bay and is very warm. The
edge of the water is sandy for a few feet as you move away from the shore. (see below picture)

1-Ropes Beach
Here you will find the CMYC, a good cement boat ramp and a small swimming beach.
You can get sailing lessons from the CMYC and relax on the beach while the kids are on the sailboat.

2- Loop Beach (best for small kids & families since it is “guarded”)
On this beach you will find a  bath house and Town Lifeguards.
This is a nice sandy beach and is a generous size. The beach slopes gently into the ocean.
The swimming area is roped off. The kids can get swimming lessons here.
The ice cream truck always stops by.

3-Main Street Beach. (also called Oregon Beach)
This beach is at the very end of Main Street, where the pavement ends. It is a long beach with private
property on either end. This beach is not very populated. There are NO lifeguards.

4-Crocker Neck
A Town Beach INSIDE of the Crocker Neck Reservation. This is a small secluded beach and is great for
the kids. Very gentle slope and sandy, turning into some mud on the bottom. It is adjacent to Mr. Krafts
house (yes, that Kraft). Green Heads are possible depending on the season, year and wind conditions.

5-Meadow Point (owned by BLT, please see http://blt.org/property-033)
This is a secluded and VERY difficult beach to find (the Town, the neighbors and Mr Lloyd do NOT want
you to know the location of this beach). It is across from The Spit and is comprised of  a sandy beach
sloping QUICKLY into the deep and fast moving water between Cotuit and Mashpee. The water is deep
and cooler here. You will find a few people sunning and swimming on this beach. A few even launch their
kayaks from here to go to the Spit. There is parking for TWO cars. PLACE a sign in your window that
says “BLT Bird Watching”. Good luck finding this one...is is all the way down Main Street and onto the
dirt road that says “no trespassing”  then onto Bailey Road until you get to another No Trespassing sign
(do not go past this sign)....stop..look LEFT for the parking space…...walk thru a chain and follow to the
Ocean.



This is the tidal-beach directly in front of our home.



If you scroll down to the next picture, this gives you the birds eye view of where our home is located in
the Bay and in relation to The Spit.


